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Abstrat. Hegel's Logi, it is said, makes laims of a big order;laims whih, as far as modern logi is onerned, annot be up-held. Against this, the authors maintain that it is modern logiitself whih has not ome to grips with the very problems whih lieat the bottom of Hegel's speulative philosophy and whih showup in modern logi as paradoxes, inompleteness, and undeidabil-ity results. This paper is a plea for taking advantage of the failureof Frege's original oneption of (higher order) logi for the devel-opment of a dialetial logi. It aims, in partiular, at a youngergeneration of Hegel students, who are neither aught in the par-adigm of logi as truth funtional, nor rejet wholesale dedutivemethods as inappropriate for the purpose of formulating a logiwhih aims at apturing its own fatual ontent. The authors sug-gest that lassial logi is to be given up in favour of a so-alled`substrutural logi' whih allows for unrestrited abstration. Un-restrited abstration, by way of its apaity to reate all forms ofself-re�exivity, is the soure of an abundane of strange phenomenawhih lend themselves muh better to Hegel's dialeti than to thedogmas of the understanding.1. Hegel's Kantian LegayThe point of Hegel's idea of a �rst philosophy that is at one a logi,metaphysis and ontology is to establish a logial foundation of thought-forms. In this he an be said to repeat Kant's question: how an subjetiveonditions of thought have objetive validity.1 Certainly, he sees Kant ashaving begun to turn metaphysis to logi. This turn however, and also itsfurther development by Fihte, remained for Hegel seriously inomplete.

1 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. by Norman Kemp Smith (Lon-don: Mamillan, 1933), pp. 120�124. 61



62 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenThe ritial philosophy did already turn metaphysis into logi,but for fear of the objet it, like the later idealism . . . gave thelogial determinations an essentially subjetive meaning (Bedeu-tung); thereby they remained at the same time a�ited with theobjet they had �ed, and a thing-in-itself, an in�nite impetus,remained with them as a beyond (SW v.4, p. 47; SL, p. 51).2Hegel's idea then was to omplete this turn by reoneiving Kant's thing-in-itself as an abstration or extension of reason: as the Reasonable.Unlike Kant, who in his Prolegomena to any Future Metaphysis de-lares that only Hume's doubts �an be of the smallest use� ' in the �per-fetly new� siene of metaphysis he had established,3 Hegel's idea ofmetaphysis is not on�ned to the epistemologial onerns of modernphilosophy but also draws in the onerns of anient and medieval meta-physis with ontent and substane.The objetive logi . . . takes the plae of the former metaphysis. . . � If we show onsideration for the last form of the develop-ment of this siene, then �rstly it is immediately the ontology,the plae of whih is taken by the objetive logi, � the partof that metaphysis whih was meant to investigate the natureof the ens in general . . . But then the objetive logi also om-prises the remaining metaphysis in so far as this attempted tograsp with the pure forms of thought partiular substrata, ini-tially taken from �gurate oneption (Vorstellung), the soul, theworld, God . . . (SW v.4, pp. 64�65; SL, p. 63).Logially dealt with, aording to Hegel, these forms of thought are freedfrom their submergene in self-onsious intuition and its substrata in `�g-urate oneption' (Vorstellung), that is, oneption that is reliant on themyths and metaphors of sensuous pereption.4 Pre-Kantian metaphysis
2 All quotations from Hegel are our translations, based on the fourth edition ofthe Jubiläumsausgabe of Hegels Sämtlihe Werke (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: FriedrihFrommann Verlag, 1961�8) ited hereafter as `SW ' v. followed by the initials of theEnglish translations noted. Here: Siene of Logi, trans. by A. V. Miller (AtlantiHighlands, NJ: Humanities Press International, 1969). Cited hereafter as `SL'.
3 Immanuel Kant, Prolegomena To Any Future Metaphysis That Will be Ableto Come Forward As Siene, trans. by Paul Carus, rev. by James W. Ellington (In-dianapolis: Hakett Publishing Company, 1977), p. 7.
4 �The myth is always a presentation whih uses sensuous mode, introdues sen-suous pitures, whih are suited for the presentation, not to the thought; it is an



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 63(though not, in their speulative moments Plato and Aristotle) omittedto do this and onsequentlyinurred the just reproah of having employed these forms withoutritique, without a preliminary investigation, if and how they wereapable of being determinations of the thing-in-itself to use theKantian expression or rather of the Reasonable. The objetivelogi is therefore the true ritique of them a ritique whih . . .onsiders them themselves in their spei� ontent (SW v.4, p. 65;SL, p. 64).Reonstrution of the objet, within a philosophial ontext in whihhistorially it has been plaed over against the subjet entails reonstru-tion of the idea of subjetivity. Hegel's logi ontains a third part, thedotrine of the Notion whih he terms `subjetive' in the sense of beingonerned with the subjet itself: not the human subjet but the livingbeing of reason. In terms then of ideas of the subjet and the subjetiveas opposed to the objet and the objetive, Hegel's logi is subjet-less. Itis not a phenomenology of spirit or onsiousness. It is, or rather laimsto be, a demonstration of how, taking nothing from outside, the totalityof all determinations of pure thought, is derivable. In this, the siene oflogi takes a irular path whih leads bak to Being. This starting pointhowever, is now enrihed. It has been disovered that it ontains all thatsueeds it within itself. It has been `ensouled by the method' and atsnow to onstitute the beginning of and for a new siene.By dint of the demonstrated nature of the method, the sienepresents itself as a irle oiled in itself, into the beginning ofwhih, the simple ground, the mediation oils bak the end; inthe proess this irle is a irle of irles ; for every single link,as ensouled by the method is the re�etion into itself, whih, inreturning into the beginning is at the same time the beginning of aimpotene of the thought, whih does not yet know for itself how to hold on to it-self, get by with itself. The mythial presentation, as older, is presentation where thethought is not yet free: it is pollution of the thought by sensuous form; this annotexpress what the thought wants. It is appeal, a way of attrating, to oupy oneselfwith the ontent. It is something pedagogial. The myth belongs to the pedagogy ofthe human rae. When the notion has grown up, it is no longer in need of it.� SWv.18, pp. 188�9; G.W.F. Hegel, Letures on the History of Philosophy (hereafter itedas `LHP ') v.2, trans. by E. S. Haldane and Franes H. Simon (Linoln: University ofNebraska Press, 1995), p. 20.



64 valerie kerruish and uwe petersennew link. Fragments in this hain are the individual sienes, eahof whih has a Before and an After, or, more stritly speaking,only has the Before and in its very own ending shows its After(SW v.5, p. 351; SL, p. 842).This `simple ground' is not, as in Kant, the transendental unity ofappereption or, as in Fihte the ego or `I'. It is logial abstration in thesense of passing from a prediate to its extension � a sense of abstra-tion ommonly termed `rei�ation'. Outrageously, Hegel's logial projetlaims to �nd within and by means of speulative reason, a logi that isnot just a anon of judgements but an `organon for the prodution of ob-jetive insights' (SW v.5, 23; SL, 590). That is to say Hegel's logi laimsnot only to be truth preserving but to be truth generative. It involvesnothing less than an attempt to derive from within thought, not only thevalidity and value of its ategories for `objetive truth' (pae Kant) butalso their substane and ontent.In the fae of the modern transformation of logi into an essentiallymathematial disipline, is it open to read Hegel's logi as a logi? IfHegel's logi annot be read as a logi then either a methodologisti(neo-Kantian) or broadly hermeneuti interpretation must be the bestinterpretive bet. Yet thinking about thinking, is evidently self-referential.Some will say that we `ought not' engage in so silly an enterprise. Suhis Carnap's dotrine of the �onfusion of spheres�,5 strongly modelled af-ter Russell's simple theory of types. But there is still the possibility thatthe ontraditions and paradoxes of self-referene have epistemologialsigni�ane and it is this possibility that we want to open and leave open.If Hegel's idea of his own philosophy as grounded in a speulative logiis dismissed, then he will be interpreted within a framework of thoughtfor whih lassial logi ontinues to play its partiular truth preservingrole. This role is premised on truth de�niteness, that is the validity ofeither-or reasoning as applied to the truth values true and false.6 Farfrom regarding this form of reasoning as anonial, Hegel links it to the
5 Rudolf Carnap, The Logial Struture of the World. Pseudoproblems in Philo-sophy (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1967), pp. 53�54.
6 In other words, the assumption that every losed sentene takes exatly one ofthe truth values true or false. Cf. n. 34 on p. 79 below regarding Pinkard's `Reply toDuquette'.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 65Dogmatism of pre-Kantian metaphysis and laims to be dediated tobreaking up its stases.The struggle of reason onsists in that, to overome that whihthe understanding has �xated (SW v.8, � 32Z; En).7This does not neessarily entail a denial of the validity of suh reasoning,at least within a limited sphere. Hegel makes a distintion, within thought,between speulative reason and the understanding and he both assignseither-or reasoning to the latter and subordinates it to reason.The theorem of the exluded middle is the theorem of the de-terminate understanding whih wants to keep the ontraditionaway from itself, and in so doing ommits the very same (SWv.8, � 119Z; En).The understanding is an essential moment of thought but, and not theleast beause of formal onstraints of its valid exerise, Hegel does notregard it as adequate to philosophial ognition of truth. The mystery forthe understanding is its own role.The distintion between reason and the understanding is taken overfrom Kant, who had re�ned and extended use of the term intellet (Ver-stand) in the Wol�an shool to apply to the general faulty of ognitionas distinguished from ratio (Vernunft), or the power of seeing the on-netion between things. Reason, for Kant, as a faulty of priniples, itselfreates onepts, or more stritly Ideas, that are transendent, that isare not taken from the senses via intuition (Anshauung) or from theunderstanding whih gives oneptual unity to intuition through the ap-pliation of its pure forms, the ategories.8 Hegel's notion of reason, inits departure from Kant, is fundamental to the issue between them. Hedoes not depart from Kant's idea that reason, as the faulty of the unon-ditioned, that is, thought in its metaphysial exerise, seeks the totality,the unonditioned, the Idea.It was only by Kant that the distintion between Understandingand Reason has been pointed out deisively and determined insuh way that the former has as its objet the �nite and ondi-tioned, and the latter the in�nite and unonditioned. Although it
7 Hegel's Logi: Part One of the Enylopedia of the Philosophial Sienes, trans.by William Wallae (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975). Cited hereafter as `En'.
8 Wallae, `Notes and Illustrations', En., p. 310.



66 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenis to be reognized as a very important result of the Kantian phi-losophy that it has asserted the �nitude of the merely empiriallybased knowledge of the understanding and desribed its ontentas appearane, it is still not to be stopped at this negative resultand the unonditionedness of the reason is not to be redued tothe merely abstrat, the di�erene exluding, identity with itself.. . . The same then also applies to the Idea, on whih Kant didbring bak honour insofar as he vindiated it in ontrast to theabstrat determinations of understanding or even merely sensu-ous representations (the like of whih one may well be in the habitof alling ideas in ordinary life) of the reason, but with regard towhih he likewise stopped with the negative and the mere ought(SW v.8, � 45Z; En).Where Hegel does depart from Kant onerns the priniples for reason'sexerise. These priniples are the onern of Kant's transendental logiand of Hegel's dialetial or speulative logi.2. Hegel Interpretation and Logial IlliterayIt is one thing for an Hegelian or neo-Hegelian sholar faed, as a philoso-pher or soial theorist without atual ompetene in modern logi,9 withthe still powerful and still dominant paradigm of lassial logi, to takethe path of prudene and read Hegel's logi as a form of hermeneutis oras a logi in the broader sense of a method and manner of reasoning.10Here at least Hegel's distintion between understanding and reason anbe preserved. It is another thing to say that modern logi has ruled outthe very value and sense of this distintion as Hegel oneived it, andwith that any `sane' aknowledgement of the ritique of understanding orre�etive reason from whih Hegel's idea of speulative reason proeeds.This seond alternative is proposed by Allen Wood. Hegel's ethial theory,
9 By whih we mean the ability to arry out proofs in logi, not just to ite results.
10 This position is taken, for instane, in Terry Pinkard, `A Reply to David Du-quette', in Essays on Hegel's Logi, ed. by George di Giovanni (New York: New YorkUniversity Press, 1990), pp. 19�20 (ited hereafter as `Reply to Duquette'): �First, Iwant to argue that Hegelian dialeti does not hallenge ordinary logi. Seond, I wantto suggest at least that Hegel's Logi should not to be taken stritly as a logi at allbut only as an understanding of philosophial explanation.�



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 67in his view, has great merit if only it is taken �as philosophial sanity�judges most promising: in �the understanding's way�.Viewed from a late twentieth-entury perspetive, it is evidentthat Hegel totally failed in his attempt to anonize speulativelogi as the only proper form of philosophial thinking. . . . Whenthe theory of logi atually was revolutionized in the late nine-teenth and early twentieth enturies, the new theory was builtupon preisely those features of traditional logi that Hegelthought most dispensable. In light of it, philosophial sanity nowusually judges that the most promising way to deal with the para-doxes that plague philosophy is the understanding's way. Hegel'ssystem of dialetial logi has never won any aeptane outsidean isolated and dwindling tradition of inorrigible enthusiasts.11It is ertainly hermeneutially odd for an interpretation of Hegel'sethial thought to be made within a way of thinking that exludes theunderstanding of philosophial thought whih he was attempting to om-muniate. The `understanding's way' is an ambiguous phrase. We wouldnot however, and for reasons whih will shortly beome apparent, pressany norm of hermeneuti method here to the point of prosribing suhendeavours. It is not just a uriosity that analyti philosophers keep onproduing `sympatheti' interpretations of writers and texts whose mostbasi ideas they abhor. If Hegel's idea of the foundations of his philosophi-al system are dismissed, then so also is his idea of reason and the ritiqueof the understanding on whih it rests. This is just to Wood's point. Itis part of a politis of the olonisation of metaphysial sense by ommonsense: a politis that authorises itself by allusion to modern logi.Modern logi, quite simply, does not give this authority. It annot de-ide the philosophial question that is in issue, namely how logi, meta-physis and ontology are related. Insofar as metaphysis is an inquiryinto truth and human apaity for knowledge it inludes epistemology.Whether or not it should on�ne itself to epistemology, leaving ontologymore or less aside and deferring questions of ideals or values to a sepa-rated exerise of pratial reason onerned with moral, legal and politialphilosophy, is one partiularisation of that question. How it is answered
11 Allen W. Wood, Hegel's Ethial Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress, 1990), p. 4. Cited hereafter as `Wood'.



68 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenturns on a set of questions whih Wood foreloses. Do the logial para-doxes `plague' philosophy, that is, do they threaten the healthy exeriseof reason, or do they threaten the self-satisfation of the understanding inits blindness to its own role? Might they not be onstitutive of philosoph-ial thought? One does not have to be Hegelian to aknowledge the latterpossibility. It is part of the history of western philosophial thought, apoint that has not gone unnotied by logiians.12 And sine we now drawlogiians into the philosophial question, it might be reasonable if notphilosophially `sane', to re-open the question of what `the most promis-ing way' to deal with the logial paradoxes is, from a logially ompetentperspetive.From suh a perspetive, Wood's statement needs a triple supplement.In the �rst plae, it is pretentious to talk of preision when it omes tothe �features of traditional logi� and that quite independent of Hegel'sdealing with them. Even in modern philosophy of logi the issue of whata priniple of logi is, is not always su�iently lear. In partiular disus-sions about non-lassial logis are prone to su�er from a lak of awarenessin this respet.13 Apart from that, modern logi extends and revises the
12 Thus Fraenkel et al, set theoretiians, omment on Russell's antinomy. �Tobe sure, Russell's antinomy was not the �rst one to appear in a basi philosophialdisipline. From Zenon of Elea up to Kant and the dialeti philosophy of the 19th en-tury, epistemologial ontraditions awakened quite a few thinkers from their dogmatislumber and indued them to re�ne their theories in order to meet these threats. Butnever before had an antinomy arisen at suh an elementary level, involving so stronglythe most fundamental notions of the two most `exat' sienes, logi and mathematis.�A. A. Fraenkel, Y. Bar-Hillel and A. Levy, Foundations of Set Theory (Amsterdam:North-Holland Publishing Company, 1973), p. 2.
13 `The priniple of bivalene', for instane, is being given up in many ways,usually however without ever asking whether there might be something else that takesits plae. The issue here is similar to that of the postulate of the parallels: it mayome in a guise that is not readily reognisable as, for instane, a laim about the sumof the angles in a triangle. In some systems of logi, the `priniple of bivalene' antake the guise of any of the following formulas: A ∨ ¬A,¬(A ∧ ¬A), (¬A → A) → A,

(A → (A → B)) → (A → B),¬¬A → A. In fat, replaing I. 3) in the list of formulasin D. Hilbert and P. Bernays, Grundlagen der Mathematik I (Berlin, Heidelberg, NewYork: Springer-Verlag, 1968, zweite Au�age), p. 65, by any of the �rst three of theforegoing w�s provides an axiomatisation of lassial propositional alulus. The �fthand last of the foregoing w�s is harateristi of intuitionisti logi and shows littlesimilarity to what is ommonly alled tertium non datur.P.S. Sine this was �rst written, we learned from one good referee of the present paper,who was said to have some logial expertise, that intuitionisti logi �does not have



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 69ommon logi of Hegel's day so extensively that there is no preise map-ping between the two.14 The philosophial question of whether antinomiesare to be dealt with in `the understanding's way', is historially an issuebetween Kant and Hegel, both of whom were working with the old om-mon logi. That this had hardly altered sine Aristotle is a point whihboth mention. Kant takes it as proof of its soundness. Hegel onsiders itripe for revision. Analogies, ertainly an be made, but analogies are notpreise.Seond, there is a onsiderable di�erene between `dispensing' withfeatures of traditional logi and restriting them to thought at the levelof the understanding. Taken together these two points persuade someHegel sholars that it is a myth to say that Hegel denied the `law of non-ontradition'.15 We are less onerned with debates onerning Hegelinterpretation than with speifying two questions. First, what is involvedin, and what kinds of logi ome from restriting features of lassial logi?Seond what is required to read Hegel's Logi as a logi? We deal withboth questions below, adding a little ontext from the history of logi,but a preliminary response to the seond question, may be helpful here.To read Hegel's Logi as a logi, does not require ommitment to theview that Hegel presented a logial derivation of the ategories whih hasbeen or ould be translated into the formal language of a modern logi. Itis rather to see how the ourrene and signi�ane of ontraditions inthought that has itself and its own determinations as its objets, lies atthe ore of Hegel's extension and radialisation of Kant's transendentallogi.exluded middle nor the other formulae listed� here. We have to admit that, in writingthis note we did not su�iently antiipate the possibility of suh a response. In faeof it our breath is learly wasted.
14Cum grano salis, traditional (Aristotelian) logi may be regarded as monadiprediate logi. Cf. J. �ukasiewiz, Aristotle's Syllogisti from the Standpoint of Mod-ern Formal Logi (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957); also D. Hilbert and W. Aker-mann, Grundzüge der theoretishen Logik, �fth edition (Berlin, Heidelberg, New York:Springer-Verlag, 1967), pp. 57�63); and A. Tarski, Einführung in die mathematisheLogik, (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1938), p. 46.
15 Robert Hanna, `From an Ontologial Point of View: Hegel's Critique of theCommon Logi' in The Hegel Myths and Legends, ed. by Jon Stewart (Evanston,Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1996), pp. 253�281; Robert Pippin, `Hegel'sMetaphysis and the Problem of Contradition', op. it., pp. 239�252.



70 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenThe third point is more substantial and goes to the analogies betweenthe traditional form of logi and modern mathematial logi that anjusti�ably be made. It is ertainly the ase that the `revolution' in logithat took plae in the late nineteenth and early twentieth entury, owednothing at all to Hegel. When the theory of logi was revolutionised, itwas ertainly not in the spirit of Hegel. It did not question lassial logiand, in the work of Gottlob Frege, whih made expliit the ruial shiftfrom a onept to its extension, it ran straight into antinomies. Theseantinomies have ome to be known as the logial paradoxes. Essentially,they are the kind of paradoxes, suh as the Liar, that have been lassi�edas shallow sophistries sine the times of Aristotle. Moreover, `solutions'to the modern paradoxes supplied by modern logi are often onsideredas arti�ial and unilluminating, at least by those who favour a di�erentone. This does not vindiate Hegel, but it alls for more aution towardsthe kind of late twentieth entury viewpoint evoked by Wood.The question, to whih Wood never advanes, of what the signi�aneof the antinomies into whih Frege ran is for logi and philosophy, arosewithin logi, within a few deades of the `revolution' to whih Wood refers.Logial oerion is most strongly manifested in a priori sienes.Here the ontest was to the strongest. In 1910 I published a bookon the priniple of ontradition in Aristotle's work, in whih Istrove to demonstrate that that priniple is not so self evident as itis believed to be. Even then I strove to onstrut non-Aristotelianlogi, but in vain.Now I believe to have sueeded in this. My path was indi-ated to me by the antinomies whih prove that there is a gapin Aristotle's logi. Filling that gap led me to a transformationof the traditional priniples of logi.. . . I have proved that in addition to true and false proposi-tions there are possible propositions, to whih objetive possibilityorresponds as a third in addition to being and non-being.16Suh was �ukasiewiz' position in 1920. As regards logi, the question wasstill alive and unsettled more than forty years later:
16 �ukasiewiz, Seleted Works, ed. by L. Borkowski (Amsterdam: North-HollandPublishing Company; and Warszawa: PWN-Polish Sienti� Publishers, 1970), p. 86.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 71the set theoretial paradoxes . . . are a very serious problem, notfor mathematis, however, but rather for logi and epistemo-logy.17And we �nd Myhill rea�rming another twenty years later,Gödel said to me more than one, �There never were any set-theoreti paradoxes, but the property-theoreti paradoxes are stillunresolved�,18adding thatthe Fregean onept of property is inonsistent with lassial logi.So if we want to take Frege's priniple seriously, we must beginto look at some kind of nonlassial logi.19We leave the assessment of the set theoretial situation to set theorists.Our point is that these omments, from within logi, hardly authorise aavalier dismissal of antinomies. On the ontrary, philosophy might, onpain of signing its own erti�ate of irrelevane, need further and betterdetails regarding them.Frege's projet was an attempt to redue arithmeti to higher orderlogi, that is, in modern terms, the ideal alulus, or lassial logi withabstration axioms. Suh axioms, roughly, allow the formation of a on-ept, (e.g. redness) from a prediate (e.g. is red). While Frege expressedsome doubt about whether they satis�ed the requirements of purely log-ial axioms, he onfessed himself unable to oneive numbers as objetswithout them. The problem was (and is) that within lassial logi, theseaxioms lead into antinomies. When this was pointed out to Frege by Rus-sell, Frege regarded his life work as having failed.Hardly anything more unfortunate an befall a sienti� writerthan to have one of the foundations of his edi�e shaken after thework is �nished.This was the position I was plaed in by a letter of MrBertrand Russell, just when the printing of this volume was near-ing its ompletion. It is a matter of my Axiom (V). I have never
17 K. Gödel, `What is Cantor's Continuum Problem?' in Philosophy of Mathe-matis, ed. by P. Benaerraf and H. Putnam (Englewood Cli�s: Prentie-Hall, 1964),pp. 258�273 at p. 262.
18 J. Myhill, `Paradoxes', Synthese 60 (1984), pp. 129�143 at p. 129.
19 Ibid, p. 130.



72 valerie kerruish and uwe petersendisguised from myself its lak of the self-evidene that belongs tothe other axioms and that must properly be demanded by a logi-al law. And so in fat I indiated this weak point in the Prefaeto Vol i (p. VII). I should gladly have dispensed with this foun-dation if I had known of any substitute for it. And even now Ido not see how arithmeti an be sienti�ally established; hownumbers an be apprehended as logial objets, and brought un-der review; unless we are permitted � at least onditionally �to pass from a onept to its extension.20For Frege this was the failure of a projet. But what, preisely, did fail,is not lear. In the `Nahwort' to his Grundgesetze der Arithmetik we�nd Frege pondering over whether the law of exluded middle would haveto be restrited, or whether there are ases where we are not entitled tospeak of the extension of a onept. Is it asking for too muh to see ananalogy here between Hegel's and Kant's ways with the Antinomy of PureReason?For modern logi Frege's aomplishment was substantial. It was theaomplishment of what has been alled the ideal alulus21 and this, asnoted is lassial logi, most notably relations and quanti�ers, with ab-stration axioms.22 What links Hegel to Frege, or to put that another way,whih non-lassial logis might be termed dialetial in Hegel's sense ofthat term, will obviously depend on how Hegel's idea of dialeti is inter-preted. In the interpretation presented here, it is abstration, passing froma onept or prediate to its extension for the purpose of onstruting anobjet of reason: metaphysial reason in Hegel's endeavours, arithmetiin Frege's. As Frege pereived, the failure of his system turned on hisGrundgesetz V whih was introdued to govern the equality of Werthver-läufe, that is, the extensions of onepts. In the long run, this is whatabstration, as a logial operation, omes down to. Abstration, in some
20 P. Geah and M. Blak, Translations from the Philosophial Writings of GottlobFrege (Oxford: Basil Blakwell, 1970), p. 234; G. Frege, Grundgesetze der Arithmetikv. 2 (Jena: H. Pohle, 1903), p. 253.
21 For instane, by Fraenkel and others, Foundations of Set Theory, above n. 12,p. 154.
22 More generally, it involved the analysis of the logial omponents of mathe-matial reasoning.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 73ases leads into ontraditions and it was just suh a ontradition, a `vi-ious self-referene' that Russell pointed out to Frege.23 This, in lassiallogi and via the rule of exluded middle (A∨¬A, or some equivalent for-mulation, f. n. 13 on p. 68) is a total failure of truth preservation beausethe ontradition allows anything and everything to be proved.Somewhat ironially, this situation onfronts us with an either�oralternative: either to preserve lassial logi and restrit abstration (forexample, through type distintions suh as Russell proposed in order to�nd a way around his antinomy) or to abandon lassial logi and re-strit the assumption of truth-de�niteness that makes ontradition sounpalatable (in allowing anything and everything to be proved). The �rstway is probably what Wood means by `the understanding's way'. It stayswithin lassial logi and restrits abstration. Of ourse, �philosophialsanity now usually judges that the most promising way with the para-doxes that plague� Frege's (higher order) logi is to sari�e the generalassumption of the existene of an extension to eah and every onept if ithas ourred to it that there is a problem. Mathematial logial enterpriseis less on�ned. There are several non-lassial logis. All dispense withtruth-de�niteness, where that is understood as a meta-logial assumptionof the validity of either-or reasoning, as applied to the truth values, trueand false. This is simply what makes them non-lassial logis. But theydispense with truth-de�niteness in di�erent ways. They might introduethird or further values (as in �ukasiewiz' logis), they might allow asesin whih a sentene is both true and false (as in paraonsistent logis,`dialetheism') or they might aim at allowing unrestrited abstration bydiretly dispensing with a `logial law' in a partiular axiomatisation oflogi. Suh logis may be said to have `dispensed with' the meta-logial as-sumption of truth de�niteness and might, in light of the link made above,be termed dialetial in an Hegelian sense.24
23 Stritly speaking, following Frege, it is not possible to prediate a prediate;but via abstration a prediate an be objeti�ed, and this objeti�ation an then beprediated. For example it makes no sense of any kind to say `Is red is red' but it anbe said `Redness is red'. In this ase, the self-referene brought about by abstration(`red' prediated of `redness'), auses no problems. Russell's antinomy onerned theset of all sets whih do not ontain themselves as elements.
24 Classial logi an be, indeed has been restrited. The possibility of restritinglassial logi in suh a way as to have unrestrited abstration available (that is toinlude Frege's Grundgesetz V axiom or its equivalent) is simply not ontentious, at



74 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenOr they might not. There are all manner of issues and, for that matter,non-issues here. Whih non-lassial logis are dialetial in an Hegeliansense?25 Are non-lassial logis a threat or a omplement to lassiallogi?26 And then, what does any of this matter? The irony, pointed outabove, is that logi annot take us further with the philosophial questionsin issue here: the signi�ane of ontraditions in thought that has itselfand its own determinations as its objets. The very formality of the either-or of the methods of avoiding Russell's antinomy leaves this questionuntouhed. In that sense we reah a limit of logi's authority. To go furtherhere, in natural language, we must go bak to Hegel's issue with Kant �his extension and radialisation of Kant's transendental logi � as thelassial disussion in modern philosophy on the signi�ane of antinomiesin the a priori sienes, with what has just been anvassed in mind.That is to say, the problem of antinomies in modern philosophy, whilehistorially an issue between Kant and Hegel, is not just an issue betweenKant and Hegel and it is not just an amusing pastime for speulativephilosophers. What Wood does not mention is that `shallow sophistries',suh as the Liar, still plague higher order logi.This brings us to the point of reading Hegel's Logi as a logi. Wemight reall, to begin with, what Hegel said in his History of Philosophyregarding Eubulides' sophisms:least amongst logiians. It was �rst established about 1950 independently by Fith andAkermann; f. K. Shütte, Beweistheorie (Berlin, Göttingen, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 1960), p. 333 for historial notes, and hapter VIII (pp. 224 �) for tehnialities.
25 Within a philosophially realist framework, ontraditions are loated in real-ity and a non-lassial logi that results is dialetial in the sense of dialethei, thatis, it allows that in ertain ases, A and ¬A may both be true. See e.g. G. Priest,Beyond the limits of thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 3f. This is a philosophy of the limit and is opposed to the more sandalous view thatontraditions are not just brute metaphysial fats to whih a logi must onform,but are onstitutive of the determinations of pure thought.
26 Some modern logiians, who may be seen as having ontributed to the devel-opment of a non-lassial logi (Kleene and Kripke, for example), remain ommittedto an idea of truth onsistent with lassial logi. While working with three `truthvalues', the third value (`unde�ned') is not an extra truth value. It is not on the samelevel as true and false and is not introdued on the assumption that lassial logi doesnot generally hold. Cf. S.C. Kleene, Introdution to Metamathematis (Amsterdam:North-Holland Publishing Company, 1952), p. 332 and S. Kripke, `Outline of a Theoryof Truth', Journal of Philosophy 72 (1975), p. 700, n. 18.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 75The �rst thing that omes to our mind when we hear them isthat they are ordinary sophisms whih are not worth refutation,hardly worth listening to them. . . . However, it is indeed easier todisard them than to refute them de�nitively (SW v.18, p. 132;LHP v.1, p. 457).Before Gödel, the average philosopher might well have nodded and passedon, still quite ontent to see only a `shallow sophistry' in the paradoxes likethat of the Liar. One it is remarked that it was a variation of Eubulides'Liar whih Gödel employed in his famous inompleteness theorem(s), thenit is not unjust to observe that whether someone an only detet a shallowsophistry or a deep epistemologial puzzle may well depend on depth ofinsight.The antinomies that �rst prompted Kant to relate logi to meta-physis are not the modern logial paradoxes, although it might be notedthat some early set theoretists have pointed out a similarity.27 But insofaras modern logi an, via areful analogy, throw light on the philosophi-al question of the relation between logi, metaphysis and ontology, ourpoint is that its disovery of the logial paradoxes, grounds the questionso as to open, not lose it.Wood's appeal to Wittgenstein on the most promising way to dealwith the logial paradoxes gives an idea of what is likely to be left ofHegel's insight regarding the epistemologial signi�ane of the antinomieswhen that is dealt with in the understanding's way:We might ompare Hegel's treatment of philosophial paradoxeswith the later Wittgenstein's. Wittgenstein held that ontradi-tions or paradoxes do not �make our language less usable� be-ause, one we �know our way about� and beome lear aboutexatly where and why they arise, we an �seal them o��; weneed not view a ontradition as �the loal symptom of a siknessof the whole body.� For Wittgenstein ontraditions an be toler-ated beause they are marginal and we an keep them sequesteredfrom the rest of our thinking; for Hegel, they arise systematiallyin the ourse of philosophial thought, but they do no harm so
27 See e.g. W. Hessenberg, `Grundbegri�e der Mengenlehre', Abhandlungen derFries'shen Shule, Neue Folge 1,4 (1906), pp. 633 and 706; E. Zermelo in Georg Can-tor, Abhandlungen mathematishen und philosophishen Inhalts, ed. by E. Zermelo(Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1966), p. 377 (ited hereafter as `Cantor').



76 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenlong as a system of speulative logi an keep them in their properplae . . . 28Speulative logi as a speial task fore, keeping what is onsidered mar-ginal sequestered from the rest, in its proper plae? This wisdom of seg-regation in the guise of toleration at least suggests that how Hegel's Logiis read is not a sholasti issue. In this lies the importane of readingHegel's Logi as a logi. It is logi that is haunted by antinomies. Lettinglogi o� the hook in order to onsole ommon sense with Hegel's dialetimay work as an avoidane strategy for Hegelians. Claims suh asnone of Hegel's dialeti in the Logi is in opposition to `ordinarylogi'29andHegelian dialeti is no mysterious form of logi that transendsor is an alternative to ordinary logi.30an survive beause there is no su�iently worked out theory in Hegel'slogi, suh as, for instane, a theory of arithmeti in the foundationalstudies of mathematis, that would defy ategorial laims of this kind.But nor are suh laims warranted. There are only some highly intriguingideas in a highly di�ult (abstrat) realm of knowledge, formulated inno less di�ult a language. In this situation, by reversing the fous, thedisovery of the logial paradoxes an serve to open the question as to thenature of Hegel's dialeti. Hegel was not the one who ran unexpetedlyinto antinomies, it was Frege. In this sense, what is at stake now is higherorder logi � not Hegel's idea of dialeti. Frege's logi has failed. Thehallenge is whether Hegel's idea of dialeti an make a point in theanalysis of this failure. Higher order logi has the paradoxes and Hegel'sidea of dialeti aims at making sense of ontraditions in the enterpriseof reason. Higher order logi with its paradoxes, undeidabilities, andinompleteness results is the touhstone of Hegel's idea of dialeti. HiRhodus, hi saltus.In so far as Hegel's dialeti endorses a priniple of freedom of on-ept formation (against Kant) it does hallenge lassial logi; unrestrited
28 Wood, p. 3.
29 Pinkard, `Reply to Duquette', p. 22.
30 Terry Pinkard, Hegel's Dialeti: The Explanation of Possibility (Philadelphia:Temple University Press, 1988), p. 5.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 77abstration is inompatible with lassial logi. Those who want to keepHegel's dialeti in harmony with `ordinary logi' will have to forgo anunlimited freedom of onept formation.31 This is not to say that any ofHegel's atual onepts is indeed antinomial. What an be said safelyis that Frege's Grundgesetz V (or unrestrited abstration and exten-sionality) is in opposition to lassial logi, in fat already unrestritedabstration itself is in suh opposition. All that is needed to make the linkto Hegel is the realisation that unrestrited abstration is in the spirit ofHegel's speulative philosophy.To turn this point around: any laim that Hegel's dialeti is notin on�it with lassial logi, an only sueed if Hegel an be shownto have proposed a restrition of onept formation to ope with Kantianantinomies. What Hegel does say with regard to Kant's Antinomy of PureReason is:The main point that has to be remarked is that the Antinomyis not just loated in the four partiular objets taken from Cos-mology, but rather in all objets of all kinds, in all represen-tations (Vorstellungen), notions, and Ideas. To know this and toreognize objets in this apaity (Eigenshaft) belongs to the es-sential of philosophial onsideration; this apaity (Eigenshaft)aounts for what furthermore determines itself as the dialetialmoment of the logial (SW v.8, � 48; En).What is indeed laking in Hegel is the atual prodution of an antinomy,suh as the Liar, that would stand up to the standards of modern logior, at least ould be transformed into one. Aordingly the average Hegelsholar an say that, while Hegel may be seen as endorsing a priniplewhih leads to antinomies, this does not mean that these antinomies are`what he had in mind'. We do not and would not laim any suh thing.In fat, we do not see the relevane of suh a laim for the problem of adialetial logi. There is more to that problem than sholasti rereading
31 We take this to apply to Dieter Henrih's �substantivierte Aussageform� (propo-sitional form turned noun, f. the �rst setion in his paper �Formen der Negation� inSeminar: Dialektik in der Philosophie Hegels, ed. by Rolf-Peter Horstmann (Frankfurtam Main: Suhrkamp, 1978), pp. 213�229) as well, although the endemi lak of prei-sion in philosophial terminology does not allow the establishment of a onlusive linkto unrestrited abstration in logial terms.



78 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenof Hegel and while we do not dismiss ongoing e�orts of Hegel interpreta-tion, bringing Hegel into relation with modern logi requires ompetenein modern logi, a point that we �nd sorely negleted.32 Unrestritedonept formation produes strange phenomena muh stranger than `ta-ble turning' ever was. And the seond of the authors wants to add, thatthese phenomena are not even what he himself dreamt o�, when he em-barked on the projet of making sense of Hegel's idea of dialeti in theframework of higher order logi some thirty-�ve years ago.We do not want to lose this setion on �Hegel interpretation and log-ial illiteray� without having produed at least one example of what weonsider a �ne alternative to a poor `late twentieth-entury perspetive':Two of the greatest logio-mathematial disoveries of fairlyreent times may in fat be ited as exellent and beautiful ex-amples of Hegelian dialeti: I refer to Cantor's generation oftrans�nite numbers, and to Goedel's theorem onerning unde-idable sentenes. In the ase of Cantor we �rst work out the logiof the inde�nitely extending series of indutive, natural numbers,none of whih transends �nitude or is the last in the series. Wenow pass to ontemplate this series from without, as it were,and raise the new question as to how many of these �nite, natu-ral numbers we have. To answer this we must form the oneptof the �rst trans�nite number, the number whih is the num-ber of all these �nite numbers, but is nowhere found in them oramong then, whih exists, to use Hegelian language, an sih in theindutive �nite numbers, but beomes für sih only for higher-order omment. And Cantor's generation of the other trans�nitenumbers, into whose validity I shall not here enter, are all of ex-atly the same dialetial type. Goedel's theorem is also throughand through dialetial, though not normally reognized as be-ing so. It establishes in a mathematiized mirror of a ertain
32 It was not an analysis of Leukippos' and Demokritos' writings whih substan-tiated any laim about atoms; it was not a theory of atoms that was handed down tous from the anient Greeks, but an intriguing idea. Like every good idea there omesa time when one an do something with it. Hegel's idea of dialeti is just suh a goodidea to remember when onfronted with the situation of higher order logi.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 79syntax-language that a sentene delaring itself, through a devi-ous mathematiized iruit, to be unproveable in a ertain lan-guage system, is itself unproveable in that system, thereby settingstrange bounds to the power of logial analysis and transforma-tion. But the unproveable sentene at the same time soars outof this logio-mathematial tangle sine the proof of its unprove-ability in one language is itself a proof of the same sentene inanother language of higher level, a situation than whih it is notpossible to imagine anything more Hegelian.333. Basi Ideas of Dialetial LogiWhat we have said so far would remain as futile as any of those logiallyilliterate laims and polemis for or against a dialetial logi hallenginglassial logi, if we were not to give some indiation as to what we proposeas a dialetial logi, that is, a logi that does not require us �to framedeterminations of things in terms of either/or propositions�.34 But we donot want to be misunderstood: the issue is too omplex to be dealt with
33 J.N.Findlay, `The Contemporary Relevane of Hegel', in Hegel. A Colletionof Critial Essays, ed. by A. MaIntyre (Notre Dame and London: University of NotreDame Press, 1976), p. 6 f.
34 By speaking of `determinations of things in terms of either/or propositions' wemean determinations of things in terms of `either x or not x', not any arbitrary x andy, i.e. `either x or y', like, for instane: my omputer is either made in Australia orstanding on my desk. This remark is neessary in view of Pinkard's `Reply to Duquette',(p. 20): �[Mr Duquette℄ says that ordinary logi requires us to frame determinationsof things in terms of either/or propositions . . . But logi per se does not require meto put things into either/or dihotomies; just note that the truth table for `x or y' isdi�erent from the truth table for `either x or y'.� The truth table for `either x or notx' is the same as that for `x or not x'. Having said this, we hasten to emphasise thattrivia of that kind are not the issue of the present setion. What is the issue of thepresent setion is that the identi�ation of a logial onstant with its truth table missesthe point of an alternative logi altogether. In more tehnial terms, the message ofthe present setion is that logi manifests itself in the so-alled strutural rules of aGentzen-type formulation of logi. These strutural rules regulate our dealing withassumptions, and this makes a di�erene to how the truth table of `or', for instane,ats logially.



80 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenonlusively within the limited spae of a paper of this kind; all we try todo is to evoke some interest and give some hints.35Before turning to the more tehnial aspets, we want to try, at least,to onvey some basi understanding of the issue in question. For thatpurpose, onsider the following statements taken from di�erent authors:Hegel: To the ordinary (i.e. the sensuous-understanding) onsious-ness, the objets of whih it knows ount in their isolation forindependent and resting on themselves.36Cantor: [What we deal with in set theory are℄ manifolds of unonnetedobjets, i.e. manifolds of suh a kind that removing any oneor more of their elements has no in�uene on the remainingof the others.37Wittgenstein: Eah item an be the ase or not the ase while everythingremains the same.38Harris: The fundamental algebraial laws . . . of ommutation, asso-iation, and distribution . . . hold only . . . for entities thatare externally related or are omposed of externally relatedelements.39
35 Readers who want to know more regarding the mathematial logial side ofwhat we propose as a dialetial logi are referred to: U. Petersen, `Logi WithoutContration as Based on Inlusion and Unrestrited Abstration', Studia Logia 64(2000), pp. 365�403.
36 SW v.8, � 45Z; En.
37 Zermelo (ed.), `Cantor', p. 470, n. 2; (our translation).
38 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tratatus logio-philosophius (London: Routledge &Kegan Paul, 1969), p. 7.
39 E. E. Harris, Formal, Transendental, and Dialetial Thinking (Albany: StateUniversity of New York Press, 1987), pp. 32�33. This quotation is brutally edited tomake it �t in with the other ones, although, we believe, it is not distorting. It isworthwhile, however, to quote a little more within the edited passage sine it onveys,to our minds, an understanding of dialetial thinking that omes extremely lose toour own. �If . . . the units that made up a olletion were internally related so thatthey a�eted one another in ertain ways or onstituted one another by their mutualrelations, if, in short, we were dealing with wholes and not with mere olletions, theorder in whih the elements were aggregated would not be indi�erent and the algebrailaws would no longer hold.� (Ibid. p. 33.) The emphasis, for us, lies on �the order . . .would not be indi�erent�, and this is what we aim at by fousing on the strutural rulesbelow: roughly, the strutural rules do for propositions (in logi) what the algebrailaws do for externally related objets, suh as numbers (in arithmeti).



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 81What shines through in these quotations, despite the di�erenes in theirlaims, is an awareness of a possible alternative: are the objets that weare dealing with isolated things that have their properties independent ofwhat anything else does around them, inluding our knowledge of them;or is ours a world of interonnetedness where it is in priniple neverpossible to isolate an objet, not even in thought?This raises two questions. Firstly, why are the objets that we want totake into aount in dialetial logi not severally independent? Di�erentlyput: what is there to relate entities internally, as distint from externally?Seondly, how does lassial logi have to be adjusted (if at all) in order todeal appropriately with objets whih are internally related, or inherentlyonneted?Our answer to the �rst question in a nutshell: beause oneptualthought is onstitutive for all knowledge, and oneptual thought has theinesapable double harater of form and ontent whih manifests itselfin an original ambiguity.40This answer is derived from an analysis of Gödel's �rst inompletenesstheorem, an analysis whih annot be presented here in full, though weshall try to give the gist of it.Gödel's (formally) undeidable sentene involves a ertain substitu-tion funtion sub whih satis�es the following ondition
sub(pA[x]q, n) = pA[n]q ,where the little orners p q indiate the well-known devie of numerialodi�ation that Gödel introdued in his famous paper of 1931;41 A isa so-alled nominal form,42 a metatheoretial devie for ommuniatingthat any well-formed expression of the language in question with ertainindiated `empty plaes' in whih the expression in square brakets fol-lowing it is to be inserted, may take its plae; more intuitively, perhaps,any propositional form an be substituted for it. In plain words the above

40 Dubbed systemi ambiguity by the seond author. Cf. footnote 45 below.
41 `Über formal unentsheidbare Sätze der Prinipia Mathematia und verwandterSysteme I', Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, 38, pp. 173�198. Translated as`On Formally Undeidable Propositions of Prinipia Mathematia and Related Sys-tems' in J. van Heijenoort, From Frege to Gödel: A Soure Book in Mathematial Logi(Cambridge, Massahusetts: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. 596�616.
42 Cf. Shütte, Proof Theory (Berlin, Heidelberg, New York: Springer-Verlag),p. 11.



82 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenequation reads: sub(pA[x]q, n) equals the Gödel number of the result of re-plaing every indiated ourrene of x in A[x] by the numeral n. Gödel'strik onsists in taking for both arguments of this substitution funtionthe Gödel number of the expression A[sub(x, x)], i.e. pA[sub(x, x)]q. Let ustake kA as an abbreviation for pA[sub(x, x)]q and we obtain the following(indiret) `�xed point property':
sub(kA,kA) = pA[sub(kA,kA)]q .The reason that this is alled a ��xed point property� should beomesu�iently lear when we take the abbreviation fA for sub(kA,kA):

fA = pA[fA]qand all fA a �xed point with regard to A: if A is regarded as a propo-sitional funtion, then its value for the argument fA is fA itself. Suh a�xed point property auses trouble for the expressibility of basi seman-tial onepts on the level of the formalised theory itself (i.e. as an arith-metial prediate, suh as, for instane, the prediate of being a primenumber), most notably that of truth, i.e. a prediate that satis�es thefollowing `truth ondition':
tru(pAq) ↔ A .To see this, assume the existene of suh a prediate tru. Obviously itsatis�es

tru(f) ↔ tru(f) ,and by the above �xed point property there is a �xed point f
¬tru suhthat:

f
¬tru = p¬tru(f

¬tru)q .By the substitutivity of equal numbers in arithmeti propositions thesetwo yield:
tru(f

¬tru) ↔ tru(p¬tru(f
¬tru)q) .On the other hand, by the above truth ondition, one has

tru(p¬tru(f
¬tru)q) ↔ ¬tru(f

¬tru) .By the transitivity of ↔, the last two yield:
tru(f

¬tru) ↔ ¬tru(f
¬tru) ,



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 83i.e. an antinomy.43What happens � in the establishment of the (indiret) �xed pointproperty whih lies at the bottom of these results � is that we have (theformal representative of) a number here, whih we alled kA, whih oursas the argument of the funtion sub in two di�erent roles. One time itours as an innoent number, i.e. it is being onstruted from 0 in a seriesof steps of adding 1. The other time, however, it ours as a hieroglyphibehind whih a omplex proposition is hiding. The substitution funtionjuggles with these two sides of kA, whih aounts for the urious doubleharater in the employment of sub(kA,kA), and aording to whih waywe look at this number, we get on�iting results. This is what we takeas our paradigm of a on�it between form and ontent.In other words, Gödel's onstrution of a formally undeidable sen-tene involves a mathematially immaulate form of a use-mention on-fusion.44 This onfusion is the soure of a ertain ambiguity whih isinesapable one a su�ient amount of arithmeti is available. It providesthe answer to our �rst question. Di�erently put: the understanding's way,governed by the silent assumption that the objets of our thought an betreated as severally independent, unonneted, externally related, is in-ompatible with the atual existene of a onnetion, an internal relation,provided by Gödel's enoding.45This onfusion does no harm, as long as there are no semantial on-epts available whih would be su�ient to establish a onnetion betweenthe formal system and its intended interpretation, like that of truth or
43 Readers who `�nd themselves puzzled' in some of the logial moves involved inthis reasoning may �nd it omforting to know that the tehnialities do indeed requiresome basi skill in mathematial logi, in the absene of whih the orretness of thesemoves would have to be taken on trust. We refer to our footnote 9 above. Readerswith more serious ambitions might �nd it helpful to onsult a survey artile suh asC. Smory«ski, `The Inompleteness Theorems', Handbook of Mathematial Logi, ed.by J. Barwise (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1977), in partiular,pp. 826�7. A ondensed treatment an also be found in G. Takeuti, Proof Theory(Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company, 1987), in partiular, pp. 82�85.
44 R. L. Goodstein, Essays in the Philosophy of Mathematis (Leiester: LeiesterUniversity Press, 1967), p. 20: �The ode has been used and mentioned, and there isno self-referene.�
45 In U. Petersen, Diagonal Method and Diagonal Logi (Osnabrük: Der AndereVerlag, 2002), setion 111d, p. 1530, the label �systemi ambiguity� is introdued forthis phenomenon.



84 valerie kerruish and uwe petersensatisfation, for instane. It is only the soure of inompleteness and un-deidability results. One small step, however, and hell breaks loose: add asentene whih is provable in a meta-theory, like that of the onsistenyof the objet-theory in question, and everything beomes provable. Thelassi example is that of a re�etion priniple for the provability predi-ate of �rst order arithmeti, provable in seond order arithmeti,46 butinompatible within �rst order arithmeti itself. Suh is the situation oftheories based on lassial logi, in whih a ertain amount of arithmetiis available.We thus ome to our seond question: how an we take aount of theinternal relatedness of our objets? Di�erently put: how an we avoid theimpliit assumption of the understanding's way that objets are severallyindependent? How does an assumption of several independeny manifestitself on the logial level? Is logial reasoning possible without the as-sumption that the objets of our thought are severally independent?This is a triky question, or rather luster of questions, beause itmore or less impliitly requires an answer to the question: what is logi?Or, at least, what is the di�erene between lassial and non-lassiallogis?Our answer to this question is derived from some well-establishedtehniques within proof theory, a familiarity whih, unfortunately is hard-ly to be found amongst philosophers in the Hegelian tradition, and onlylittle more amongst philosophers in the analyti tradition. These teh-niques are linked to the name of Gerhard Gentzen and their entral fea-tures are ut elimination and normalisation.In 1934, Gentzen proposed a formulation of lassial and intuitionistilogi in terms of so-alled sequents (�Sequenzen�).47 We shall restrit ourattention here to the ase of intuitionisti logi, sine it is slightly simplerto present while it shows, at the same time, all the relevant featuresrequired to make our point.
46 This simply says: if pAq is the Gödel number of a provable formula A, then A;less tehnial: if A is provable, then A.
47 Gerhard Gentzen, `Untersuhungen über das logishe Shlieÿen', Mathematis-he Zeitshrift, 41 (1934), pp. 176�210 and 405�431. Translated by M.E. Szabo inThe Colleted Papers of Gerhard Gentzen (Amsterdam and London: North-HollandPublishing Company, 1969).



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 85A sequent has the following form
A1, . . . , An ⇒ C ,where A1, . . . , An, C are formulas. The formulas left of ⇒ are onsid-ered assumptions, the formula on the right of ⇒ the hypothesis. Rulesin Gentzen's formulation of logi are divided into two kinds: struturalrules and operational rules. The rules for handling logial onstants arethe operational rules. In the ase of �or�, in symbols ∨, they look like this(where Γ and Π denote sequenes, as distint from sequents, of formulas,suh as A1, . . . , An, for instane):Introdution left:

A, Γ ⇒ C B, Γ ⇒ C
.

A ∨ B, Γ ⇒ CIntrodution right:
Γ ⇒ A

Γ ⇒ A ∨ B
and Γ ⇒ B

.
Γ ⇒ A ∨ BThese rules perfetly mirror the truth values if one takes a sequent to betrue if one of the assumptions is false, or the hypothesis is true. They donot, however, fully determine the meaning (or behaviour) of the disjun-tion �or�. What is needed in addition are rules whih regulate the handlingof the assumptions:Weakening

Γ ⇒ C
.

A, Γ ⇒ CExhange
Γ, A, B,⇒ C

.
Γ, B, A,⇒ CContration
A, A, Γ ⇒ C

.
A, Γ ⇒ CIn words: weakening says that assumptions may be added aording totaste, exhange says that the order of two assumptions may be reversed,and ontration says that having an assumption one is as good as havingit twie, or as Girard put it:



86 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenontration is the �ngernail of in�nity in propositional alulus:it says that what you have, you will always keep, no matter howyou use it.48Note that these strutural rules involve no logial onstants. Nevertheless,they are the true bakbone of lassial logi. As Girard put it:these rules are the most important of the whole alulus, for,without having written a single logial symbol, we have prati-ally determined the future behaviour of the logial operations.49And:It is not too exessive to say that a logi is essentially a set ofstrutural rules!50One example in whih the future behaviour of the logial operation ∨(`or') is determined by the strutural rules is tertium non datur, A ∨¬A.Without ontration it is impossible to obtain tertium non datur fromthe above operational rules for ∨.In the light of these onsiderations regarding the role of assumptionsin logi, we an now formulate our answer to the seond question: beauseof the double harater of onepts, two ourrenes of the same statementin a proof may not without further provision be assumed to have thesame truth-value, i.e. we look at formulas in logi as tokens and nottypes. This view of formulas as tokens an be inorporated in Gentzen'sformulation of logi by dropping the rule whih allows the reprodutionof assumptions ad libitum: ontration.51 This idea was put forward in1980 (by the seond author):Having inferred B from A and A → B we annot expet . . . thatA and A → B are still available as presuppositions (assumptions).It is possible that they have hanged in the proess of inferring,
48 J.-Y. Girard, `Towards a Geometry of Interation', Contemporary Mathematis,92 (1989), pp. 69�108 at p. 78.
49 J.-Y. Girard, Y. Lafont, P. Taylor, Proofs and Types (Cambridge: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989), p. 30.
50 J.-Y. Girard, `Towards a Geometry of Interation', p. 78.
51 This is not to be onfused with adding assumption; that's what weakeningdoes. Contration allows assumptions to be used more than one and in that sense itallows the reprodution of assumptions; or, if you prefer: multipliation of resoures atno extra osts.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 87that they have been exhausted, so to speak. This means we in-terpret the impliation A → B as �A transfers into B�. In thisway we want to take aount of the peuliarity of unrestritedabstration.52In this sense, dialetial logi is a resoure onsious logi,53 a logi inwhih attention is paid to the manipulation of assumptions. Classial logihas no spae for a dynamis of assumptions: the strutural rules overrideit; truth and falsity is determined before we start reasoning. Reasoningunder the rule of lassial logi an only establish truth for us ; it is sub-jetive in the sense that the objetive state of a�airs is determined beforewe start reasoning. Classial logi annot allow reasoning to be part of thetruth, and in so far as the paradigm of lassial logi is the understand-ing's world, truth an never reside in thought determinations.54 Classiallogi has no truth within itself; it an only be truth preserving, nevergenerating.554. Dialetial Thought versus Finite Thought � the Ex-ample of the ComplementHaving �xed a logi whih does not suumb to either-or reasoning inthe spei� sense that unrestrited abstration is allowed without ausing`head-on ontraditions' (�kontradiktorishe Widersprühe�), there is stillthe question of what that atually means for logial reasoning.It will perhaps be lear that the di�erene between dialetial thoughtand lassial thought is subtle and just as the struture of the ell does
52 U. Petersen, Die logishe Grundlegung der Dialektik (Münhen: Wilhelm FinkVerlag, 1980), p. 97; (our translation).
53 The term is taken from A.S. Troelstra, Letures on Linear Logi (Stanford:Center for Studies of Language and Information, 1992), p. 1. In the past ten years onepartiular speimen of a resoure onsious logi has had a major impat on omputersiene, the linear logi of J.-Y. Girard.
54 �The question regarding the truth of the thought determinations must seemstrange to the ordinary onsiousness . . . This question, however, is just what matters(worauf es ankömmt)� (Hegel SW v. 8, � 24Z(2); En.).
55 This has to be ontrasted with the following: �Hegel was also worried aboutlogi's formality, sine he thought it doubtful that logi ould be `true' if it were purelyformal. He ould have avoided that worry altogether if he had been in the position tohold the ontemporary view that logi is not intended to provide truth at all but justto preserve it.� Pinkard, `Reply to Duquette' at p. 23.



88 valerie kerruish and uwe petersennot reveal itself to the naked eye, the subtleties of dialetial thought donot reveal themselves to plain thinking. The most spetaular aspet ofunrestrited abstration is a so-alled (diret) �xed point property.56 Whatit says in plain words is that to every onept, the list F of properties ofwhih ontains ourrenes of y, there is an objet f , the �xed point of
F, suh that a replaement of these ourrenes of y by ourrenes of fresults in a onept whih equals f . Sine this will make the head of alogiian go into a spin, we add a formulation in the arti�ial language ofsymboli logi:

λx F[x, f ] = f .This gives rise to a beautiful example of a theorem in lassial logi whihno longer prevails in its original form in dialetial logi (as outlinedabove). It an be found in Leibniz in the following form (inluding aproof):Theor. X.Detratum et Residuum sunt inommuniantia.Si L − A∞N, dio A et N nihil habere ommune. Namex de�nitione detrati et Residui omnia quae sunt in L manentin N praeter ea quae sunt in A, quorum nihil mane in N.57In modern set theory it runs (without a proof)A set and its omplement are disjunt.In set theoretial symbolism:
M ∩ ∁(M) = ∅ ,where ∁(M) is the omplement of M and ∅ is the empty set. In otherwords: the intersetion between a set and its omplement is empty. Or:M et ∁(M) nihil habere ommune.This touhes on an extremely deliate and ruial point. Is it possi-ble, in priniple, to divide the world into two disjunt parts, the unionof whih is the world, i.e. is it possible to have a division of the world

56 This is to be distinguished from the indiret �xed point property from p. 82,insofar as the �xed point is not hidden within the little orners p q. Labelling �xedpoints `diret' and `indiret' is not ommon in logi; it suggests itself for logiians whowant to aommodate for unrestrited abstration.
57 G. W. Leibniz, Shriften zur Logik und zur philosophishen Grundlegung vonMathematik und Naturwissenshaft, ed. by Herbert Herring (Frankfurt am Main:Suhrkamp, 1996), p. 170.



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 89without remainder? The lassial logiian has provided an answer beforethe philosopher omes on the sene: tertium non datur does just that.If the lassial logiian is right, there is no room for Hegel's dialeti.All that might be possible is a diluted form like a hermeneutis of at-egories. But then, if the lassial logiian is right, there is also no roomfor unrestrited abstration, beause unrestrited abstration (with somebasi logi) provides the (diret) �xed point property. And what the (di-ret) �xed point property for terms tells us is that there is an element f(a `�xed point') suh that ∁(f) = f . This has a deisive impat on theabove theorem: on the one hand, we have
f ∩ ∁(f) = ∅by the theorem, and on the other hand

∁(f) = fby the �xed point property, i.e.
f ∩ f = ∅by substitutivity of equals. In words: the intersetion of f with itselfis empty. In lassial set theory this means that f = ∅, i.e. f itself isempty; but then, the omplement of the empty set is the universal set.From a lassial position this leaves no hoie but to exlude the �xedpoint f as unpalatable. This is what logiians have mostly done sineRussell's disovery of his antinomy. The deision that weird terms suh asRussell's lass have to be avoided has been handed down to philosophersof somewhat Hegelian persuasion. But when modern logi �nally arrivesat the level of philosophers it has been redued to a heap of dead bonesnot muh di�erent in harater to those that Hegel saw in the logi of histime.So what is wrong in Leibniz' reasoning, or the reasoning of modernset theory, from a dialetial point of view? The answer is that it doesnot take into aount the role of assumptions in the reasoning related tonotions of `inommuniantia' or `disjunt'; more spei�ally to the notionof `and' that is involved in these onepts.In the absene of ontration the lassial truth tables for onjuntiondo not fully determine just one partiular notion of onjuntion. As aonsequene, dialetial logi distinguishes two forms of intersetion: ∩and ⊓ ; relying on the two di�erent notions of onjuntion. Both notions



90 valerie kerruish and uwe petersenof onjuntion are haraterised by the same (lassial) truth values. Whatdistinguishes them is the handling of assumptions.Between them the two notions of onjuntion divide all the propertiesthat their lassial ounterpart ombines in one. Leibniz' theorem, forinstane, does indeed hold for the one form of intersetion, ommuniatedby ⊓ :
M ⊓ ∁(M) = ∅ ;but what fails is f ⊓ f = f . For the other form of intersetion, ommuni-ated by ∩ the situation is exatly the other way round.This situation gives rise to a variation on an eminently Hegeliantheme, the identity and non-identity of being and nothing. What anbe established with the help of the �xed point property is that to everyonept there exists another one, a `doppelgänger' as it were, whih isequal but not idential to the original one, i.e. any objet that falls underone of them also falls under the other. Still, they are not the same in thefollowing sense: in so far as they may be regarded as objets themselves,they have di�erent properties, i.e. they annot be substituted for eahother regardless of ontext.In Hegel's (translated) words:Their di�erene is . . . ompletely empty . . . ; it thus does notsubsist in themselves, but only in a third, in opinion (SW v.4,p. 101; SL, p. 92).Contration free logi with unrestrited abstration has spae for a phe-nomenon of this kind; in fat, it reates suh phenomena in abundane.They are the mysteries of the understanding, and their presene alls foranother sari�e on the part of the lassial dotrine: `extensionality' isjust the priniple that if two onepts subsume the same objets underthem, then they may be substituted for eah other salva veritate.58 Thispriniple of identity, an integral part of Frege's logi in the Grundgesetze,is inompatible with the possibility of unrestrited abstration in higherorder logi. This is the more remarkable as Frege's elebrated distintion

58 Thus Leibniz de�ned: �Eadem sunt quorum unum potest substitui alteri salvaveritate.� G. W. Leibniz, Shriften zur Logik und zur philosophishen Grundlegungvon Mathematik und Naturwissenshaft, p. 156. (�Those terms are `the same' of whihone an be substituted for the other without loss of truth.� Leibniz. Logial Papers.A Seletion, ed. and trans. by G.H.R. Parkinson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966),p. 123).



PHILOSOPHICAL SANITY 91of sense and referene was, and that not in the last instane, meant toprovide support for extensionality, at least in logi and arithmeti.59 Toparaphrase Hegel:There is mystery in higher order logi, only however for the un-derstanding whih is ruled by the priniple of abstrat identity.Or, as someone by no means less famous than Hegel has not quitesaid some time before Hegel:There are more things in higher order logi,Than are dreamt of in understanding's philosophy.

59 �I use the word �equal� to mean the same as �oiniding with� or �idential with�;and the sign of equality is atually used in arithmeti in this way. The opposition thatmay arise against this will very likely rest on an inadequate distintion between signand thing signi�ed.� Gottlob Frege � The Basi Laws of Arithmeti. Exposition ofthe System, trans. by M. Furth (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press,1964), p. 6.


